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Legislative XML for the Semantic Web: Principles, Models, Standards for Document ManagementSpringer, 2011

	The Internet already is the broadest and most used source of legal information: in
	the web one can find most statutory texts (all in some jurisdictions), a vast amount of
	case law, huge repertoires of doctrinal contributions, many blogs and fora discussing
	different legal issues. Moreover, as legal activities (legislative,...
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pfSense 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	pfSense is an open source distribution of FreeBSD-based firewall which provides a platform for flexible and powerful routing and firewalling. The versatility of pfSense presents us with a wide array of configuration options which, compared to other offerings, makes determining requirements a little more difficult and a lot more important....
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Smashing WordPress Themes: Making WordPress Beautiful (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Smashing WordPress Themes is all about making your WordPress site look beautiful. But, the beautiful part is a very personal thing, because we all have different preferences. So in essence, my book isn’t on Web design, but rather about giving you, dear reader, the tools to build the kind of site that you want to create, using WordPress...
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2012 AdministrationWrox Press, 2012

	SQL SERVER 2012 REPRESENTS A SIZABLE jump forward in scalability, performance, and usability for the DBA, developer, and business intelligence (BI) developer. It is no longer unheard of to have 40-terabyte databases running on a SQL Server. SQL Server administration used to just be the job of a database administrator (DBA), but as SQL Server...
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Moodle GradebookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Moodle is used in many areas of education to provide a range of resources and

	activities to support learning. However, it can also be used to manage learning

	and record progress.





	This book will explain the uses of the Moodle grades area, also known as the

	Gradebook, to record grades for work completed and to...
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SMART Board Interactive Whiteboard For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	The easy-to-use guide to SMART Board® interactive whiteboards


	SMART Board interactive whiteboards—which combine the functionality of a computer with the simplicity of a whiteboard—are rapidly becoming fixtures in classrooms, boardrooms, and lecture halls everywhere. While these high tech devices are...
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Measurement and Instrumentation: Theory and ApplicationButterworth-Heinemann, 2011

	Measurement and Instrumentation introduces undergraduate engineering students to the measurement principles and the range of sensors and instruments that are used for measuring physical variables. Based on Morris's Measurement and Instrumentation Principles, this brand new text has been fully updated with coverage of...
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Advanced PHP for FlashApress, 2003

	Advanced PHP for Flash is the follow-up to the hugely popular Foundation PHP for Flash.


	The main aim of this book is to extend the reader's knowledge of using PHP and MySQL to produce dynamic content for Flash. Essentially, it picks up the baton from the first book and runs with it until there's no more...
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Image Analysis: Applications in Materials Engineering (Materials Science & Technology)CRC Press, 1998

	Minimizing theoretical background and mathematical formalism, Image Analysis provides basic principles of image acquisition, enhancement, measurements, and interpretation in a very simple form, using an approach toward applications and properties of available tools. The singular study lists different tasks to do and offers complete solutions...
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Optical Modeling and Simulation of Thin-Film Photovoltaic DevicesCRC Press, 2013

	In wafer-based and thin-film photovoltaic (PV) devices, the management of light is a crucial aspect of optimization since trapping sunlight in active parts of PV devices is essential for efficient energy conversions. Optical modeling and simulation enable efficient analysis and optimization of the optical situation in optoelectronic and PV...
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Vascular Surgery: Cases, Questions and CommentariesSpringer, 2006

	Vascular Surgery: Cases, Questions and Commentaries second edition is a unique collection of real life case histories written by experts to highlight the diversity of problems encountered in vascular surgery.


	Each case scenario is interspersed with questions that aim to engage the readers to the management of the patient...
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Microbial Genomics and Drug DiscoveryCRC Press, 2003

	Exploring innovative routes of drug discovery in the postgenomic era, Microbial Genomics and Drug Discovery examines bioinformatic and genomic approaches for the identification, detection, selection, and validation of new antibacterial targets and vaccine candidates. The book discusses potential pathways for effective infection control,...
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